1 3 2 3 a r t I C l e S Human observers have a remarkable capacity to categorize com plex visual scenes, such as 'kitchen' or 'beach' , at a single glance 1, 2 . Behavioral data and computational models suggest that analysis of global properties, such as spatial layout, texture or image statistics, might provide one route to scene recognition [3] [4] [5] , and previous neuro imaging work has identified regions of occipitotemporal cortex that are hypothesized to support scene recognition on the basis of whole scene characteristics [6] [7] [8] . At the same time, it is clear that objects can provide important information about scene category; for example, a kitchen and an office are easily distinguished by the objects they contain even if they have similar threedimensional geometries. The use of object information to support rapid scene recognition presents a substantial challenge, however: scenes usually contain many poten tially informative objects, making scene recognition on the basis of serial deployment of attention to each object unacceptably slow. The manner in which the visual system solves this problem is unclear, as are the neural systems involved. Although previous work has identi fied regions that respond to standalone objects 9 and objects within scenes 10,11 , a role for these regions in objectbased scene recognition has not been established.
Human observers have a remarkable capacity to categorize com plex visual scenes, such as 'kitchen' or 'beach' , at a single glance 1, 2 . Behavioral data and computational models suggest that analysis of global properties, such as spatial layout, texture or image statistics, might provide one route to scene recognition [3] [4] [5] , and previous neuro imaging work has identified regions of occipitotemporal cortex that are hypothesized to support scene recognition on the basis of whole scene characteristics [6] [7] [8] . At the same time, it is clear that objects can provide important information about scene category; for example, a kitchen and an office are easily distinguished by the objects they contain even if they have similar threedimensional geometries. The use of object information to support rapid scene recognition presents a substantial challenge, however: scenes usually contain many poten tially informative objects, making scene recognition on the basis of serial deployment of attention to each object unacceptably slow. The manner in which the visual system solves this problem is unclear, as are the neural systems involved. Although previous work has identi fied regions that respond to standalone objects 9 and objects within scenes 10, 11 , a role for these regions in objectbased scene recognition has not been established.
Here we provide evidence for a specific mechanism of objectbased scene recognition. Under our hypothesis, the occipitotemporal visual areas that support this mechanism perform parallel analysis of indi vidual objects within scenes and then combine the resulting object codes linearly. The result is a unified scene representation that inherits the neural signatures of the individual constituent objects, thereby uniquely encoding scene categories on the basis of their contents. In essence, we suggest that this mechanism builds 'kitchens' out of 'stoves' and 'refrigerators'; 'bathrooms' out of 'toilets' and 'bathtubs' .
To test this hypothesis, we exploited the fact that different catego ries of scenes and objects evoke distributed patterns of neural activity that can be distinguished with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 12, 13 . Participants were scanned with fMRI while they viewed images of four scene categories (kitchen, bathroom, playground and intersection) and eight categories of 'signature objects' strongly asso ciated with the scenes (kitchen: stove and refrigerator; bathroom: toilet and bathtub; playground: swing and slide; and intersection: car and traffic signal; Fig. 1 ). We reasoned that if scene represen tations in any area were 'built' from their constituent objects, then multivoxel patterns evoked by each scene category should closely resemble combinations of multivoxel patterns evoked by their signa ture objects when these objects were viewed in isolation. We evaluated this prediction by attempting to decode multivoxel scene patterns on the basis of combinations of multivoxel object patterns in three f MRI experiments.
RESULTS

Multivoxel classification of scenes and objects
In experiment 1, images from the four scene categories and the eight object categories were presented for 1 s followed by a 2s interstimulus interval, with scenes and objects interleaved in an eventrelated design. Subjects were asked to press a button and silently name each item. Our analyses focused on the lateral occipital complex (LOC), a region that responds preferentially to objects 9 , and the parahippocampal place area (PPA), a region that responds preferentially to scenes 6 . Within the LOC we defined two subregions, the posterior fusiform area (pF) and the more posteriorly situated LO, as previous work sug gests that these subregions may support different functions during visual recognition 14, 15 .
Using multivoxel pattern analysis, we first quantified the amount of information about object and scene category that was reliably present in distributed patterns of activity in these regions of interest (ROIs). Consistent with previous results 8, 12, 13, 16, 17 , we were able to identify scene categories on the basis of multivoxel patterns that were evoked Sean P MacEvoy 1,2 & Russell A Epstein 2 We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to demonstrate the existence of a mechanism in the human lateral occipital (LO) cortex that supports recognition of real-world visual scenes through parallel analysis of within-scene objects. Neural activity was recorded while subjects viewed four categories of scenes and eight categories of 'signature' objects strongly associated with the scenes in three experiments. Multivoxel patterns evoked by scenes in the LO cortex were well predicted by the average of the patterns elicited by their signature objects. By contrast, there was no relationship between scene and object patterns in the parahippocampal place area (PPA), even though this region responds strongly to scenes and is believed to be crucial for scene identification. By combining information about multiple objects within a scene, the LO cortex may support an object-based channel for scene recognition that complements the processing of global scene properties in the PPA.
1 3 2 4 VOLUME 14 | NUMBER 10 | OCTOBER 2011 nature neurOSCIenCe a r t I C l e S by scenes and to identify object categories on the basis of multivoxel patterns that were evoked by objects at rates that were significantly above chance in all three regions (twotailed ttest on classification accuracy for objects: LO, t 13 = 7.6, P < 0.0001; pF, t 13 = 5.7, P < 0.0001; PPA, t 13 = 5.3, P = 0.0002; classification accuracy for scenes: LO, t 13 = 6.8, P < 0.0001; pF, t 13 = 7.4, P < 0.0001; PPA, t 13 = 6.2, P < 0.0001).
We reasoned that if scene representations in any of these areas were built from those of their constituent objects, we should be able to classify sceneevoked patterns using combinations of objectevoked patterns. To test this idea, we attempted to classify scenes using a set of objectbased predictors: two 'singleobject' predictors that were simply the patterns evoked by that scene category's two associated objects, and a 'mean' predictor that was the average of the two associ ated object patterns and was representative of a linear combination rule ( Fig. 2 ; please see Supplementary Results for a discussion of this choice of predictors). Even though none of the singleobject exem plars was drawn from any of the scenes, each objectbased predictor type correctly classified scene patterns in LO at a rate that was sig nificantly above chance (singleobject predictor: t 13 = 3.1, P = 0.007; mean predictor: t 13 = 3.8, P = 0.002; see Fig. 3 ). Performance of the mean predictor was significantly higher than the average performance of the singleobject predictors (t 13 = 2.7, P = 0.019). Neither of the objectbased predictors produced performance above chance in pF (single: t 13 = 0.78, P = 0.45; mean: t 13 = 0.71, P = 0.5). These results indicate that patterns of activity evoked by scenes in LO, but not in pF, carry information about the identities of multiple objects within them, even in the absence of any requirement of subjects to attend to those objects individually.
The success of objectbased predictors in LO stands in distinct con trast to their poor performance in the PPA, where scene classification using the predictors did not differ from chance (single: t 13 = 1.2, P = 0.27; mean: t 13 = 0.46, P = 0.65). In other words, even though activity patterns in the PPA contained information about both scenes and standalone objects, neural representations of scenes seemed to be unrelated to representations of the objects they contained. To elimi nate the possible confound presented by stronger overall responses to scenes versus objects in the PPA, we repeated our classification procedure after independently normalizing each scene and predictor pattern by converting it to a vector with unit magnitude. Even after this step, classification of scenes from objectbased predictors did not significantly differ from chance (50%) for any of the predictors; by contrast, accuracy for the predictor models in LO improved slightly.
Role of attentional shifts
Our results suggest that scene representations in LO are linear com binations of the representations elicited by their constituent objects. However, given the slow time course of the fMRI signal, which effec tively integrates neural activity over a lengthy temporal window, we could have obtained the same results if subjects directed their attention serially to the individual objects within the scenes during the relatively long, 1s presentation time. To address this possibility, experiment 2 repeated our basic design in a new set of subjects using a faster stimulus sequence in which scenes and objects were shown for only 150 ms each, followed immediately by a phasescrambled mask. Subjects performed an indoor-outdoor discrimination task. Although this presentation time was sufficient to allow subjects to interpret scenes (evinced by greater than 95% accuracy on the behav ioral task), it reduced subjects' ability to direct attention sequentially to the individual objects within the scenes.
Scenefromobject classification results in experiment 2 were almost identical to those observed in experiment 1 (Fig. 3) . In LO, scene classification accuracy was significantly above chance for both of the objectbased predictors (single: t 12 = 3.3, P = 0.006; mean: t 12 = 3.8, P = 0.002), and the accuracy of the mean predictor was significantly higher than for the singleobject predictors (t 12 = 3.31, P = 0.006). Accuracy for both predictors was only marginally above chance in pF (single: t 13 = 1.9, P = 0.08; mean: t 13 = 2.1, P = 0.06) and not significantly above chance in the PPA (single: t 13 = 0.38, P = 0.7; mean: t 13 = 0.42, P = 0.68). Thus, scene patterns in LO resemble aver ages of object patterns even when subjects have little time to move attention between the objects in the scene. Figure 2 Logic of scene classification analysis. Scene patterns evoked by actual scenes in one half of scans were compared to predictor patterns derived from object-evoked patterns from the opposite half. Activity maps shown are actual scene-evoked patterns (top) and the averages of objectevoked patterns (bottom) for one subject. Correct scene-from-object classification decisions occurred when actual scene patterns were more similar to predictors that are based on their own associated objects than to the predictors that are based on objects from other scene contexts.
a r t I C l e S
We also considered the possibility that the relationship we observed between scene and objectevoked patterns might reflect the develop ment of templates for object search. That is, repeated exposure to signature objects presented alone may have led subjects to automati cally search for those objects when they were presented within scenes that were likely to contain them 10 . To address this, experiment 3 used a modified version of experiment 2 in which a new group of subjects was scanned while viewing only scenes and then scanned again while viewing only objects. While viewing scenes, subjects were unaware that they would subsequently view objects associated with those scenes. Replicating the results from the first two experi ments, scenefromobject classification accuracy in LO was signifi cantly above chance for the mean predictor (t 13 = 4.0, P = 0.0015; Fig. 3 ) and for the singleobject predictors (t 13 = 3.9, P = 0.0017); furthermore, accuracy of the mean predictor was significantly higher than the average accuracy of the singleobject predictors (t 13 = 2.37, P = 0.033). Thus, the success of the objectbased scene predictors was not predicated on the subjects being implicitly cued to selectively attend to the signature objects.
Finally, our results could be explained by the subjects alternating their attention between signature objects within scenes across trials. That is, subjects could have attended to refrigerators in one half of the trials during which they saw kitchens and on stoves in the other half, producing a trialaveraged kitchen pattern that resembled a linear combination of the stove and refrigerator patterns. We consider this behavioral pattern unlikely, as the tasks would tend to induce sub jects to attend to the entire scene. Moreover, we have already shown that sceneevoked patterns resembled linear combinations of object evoked patterns even when subjects had no motivation to attend to any particular objects within scenes (experiment 3). However, if subjects did attend to different objects across trials, we would have expected sceneevoked patterns to show greater trialtotrial vari ability than objectevoked patterns, reflecting alternation between the activated object representations.
We examined this issue by analyzing the multivoxel response patterns evoked by scenes and objects on individual trials in LO. After extracting activity patterns evoked on each trial for a given category of scene or object (see Online Methods), we calculated the Euclidean distances between multivoxel patterns for all possible pairs of trials for that category (for example, the distance between kitchen trial 1 and kitchen trial 2, then between kitchen trial 1 and kitchen trial 3, and so on). These distances provide a measure of intertrial variability for scene and object patterns; in particular, because distances must always be positive, consistently greater variability should be reflected in larger median intertrial distances. After pooling withincategory intertrial distances for each subject across all scenes and, separately, all objects, we computed the difference between each subject's median scene intertrial distance and median object intertrial distance. The resulting variable, expressed as a percentage of each subject's median object intertrial distance, had an average value across subjects of −2.47% in experiment 1 (bootstrap 95% confidence interval, −9.1% to −0.27%), −0.06% in experiment 2 (bootstrap 95% confidence inter val, −0.23% to 0.12%) and 16.1% in experiment 3 (bootstrap 95% confidence interval, −5.5% to 50.6%). Although the wide confidence interval in experiment 3 leaves open the possibility that scene patterns may have been more variable than object patterns in that experiment, the narrow confidence intervals spanning negative values near zero in experiments 1 and 2 are inconsistent with generally greater variabil ity for scenes than objects. Traditional statistical testing revealed no significant differences between scene and object variability in any of the three experiments (experiment 1: t 13 = −1.34, P = 0.20; experiment 2: 
Visual versus semantic similarities
The existence of an ordered relationship between scene and object patterns in LO suggests that this region encodes features that are com mon to both the scenes and the objects that they contain. What are these features? There are at least two possibilities. First, the common features could be visual: stoves have flat tops and knobs, which are visible both when the stoves appear within a scene and when they are presented alone. Second, the common features could be semantic: both kitchens and stoves are associated with cooking, whereas both playgrounds and swings are associated with play.
We attempted to partially distinguish these possibilities by exam ining the relationship between response patterns evoked by objects drawn from the same context (for example, stoves and refrigerators) 18 . Objects from the same context share many semantic attributes; by contrast, their visual similarities are less salient. Thus, we reasoned that semantic coding would be evinced by more similar response 
Scene predictor: Figure 3 Multivoxel classification of scenes using object-based predictors. Results for each experiment are plotted separately for each ROI. Scene classification accuracy using the mean and single-object predictors was significantly above chance in LO in experiments 1, 2 and 3 (E1, E2 and E3, respectively). Accuracy was not above chance in any experiment in either pF or PPA. Furthermore, performance in LO was higher for the mean predictor than for the single-object predictor in each experiment (P < 0.05; see Results). Error bars indicate s.e.m. **P < 0.01. Figure 4 Classification of objects on the basis of the patterns elicited by their same-context counterpart objects (for example, the accuracy of discriminating refrigerators from bathtubs on the basis of patterns evoked by stoves and toilets). Accuracy was significantly above chance in LO in experiment 1 (E1), but not above chance in any ROI in experiment 2 (E2) or experiment 3 (E3). Error bars indicate s.e.m. ***P < 0.001. a r t I C l e S patterns between pairs of samecontext objects than between pairs of differentcontext objects. We assessed this by attempting to classify each object category on the basis of patterns evoked by the other object category from the same context. Unexpectedly, classifica tion accuracies depended upon the length of time that objects were viewed (Fig. 4) . In experiment 1, wherein stimuli were presented for 1 s followed by a 2 s interval before the next item, the accuracy of dis criminating objects from contextually related objects was significantly above chance in LO (t 13 = 5.7, P < 0.0001), but not above chance in pF (t 13 = 1.2, P = 0.24) or the PPA (t 13 = 0.82, P = 0.40). By contrast, accuracy was not above chance in any of these ROIs in experiment 2, wherein stimuli were presented for 150 ms followed by a 350 ms mask and then a 1 s interval before the next trial (LO: t 12 = 1.4, P = 0.18; pF: t 13 = 0.5, P = 0.60; PPA: t 13 = 1.2, P = 0.24). Nor was accuracy above chance in experiment 3, which used the same tem poral parameters (LO: t 13 = 0.08, P = 0.94; pF: t 13 = -0.49, P = 0.62; PPA: t 13 = 0.19, P = 0.85). These results suggest that LO primarily encoded visual features of scenes and objects in the shortpresentation experiments (experi ments 2 and 3), but encoded semantic features in addition to visual features in the longpresentation experiment (experiment 1). The reason for the differences is unclear, but may relate to the fact that subjects in the first experiment covertly named each item-a task that may have activated abstract representations tied to languagewhereas subjects in the other two experiments did not. Alternatively, the faster presentation rate in the second and third experiments may have interrupted a transition between an initial representation that was based on lowlevel visual features to a later one that was based on a highlevel semantic summary 19 . Additional analyses related to these points can be found in the Supplementary Results and Supplementary Figure 4 .
Searchlight analysis
To examine responses outside our predefined ROIs, we used a whole brain 'searchlight' procedure to independently identify regions contain ing scene patterns that related to patterns evoked by their constituent objects 20 . For each voxel in the brain, we defined a 5mmradius spherical mask centered on that voxel and applied the scenefrommean classification procedures described above to the multivoxel patterns defined by that mask. High classification accuracy for scenes using objectaverage patterns was mainly limited to two voxel clusters: one in the medial parietal cortex and the other in LO (Fig. 5) . (Abovechance accuracy was also observed in a dorsal cluster, visible the sagittal slice in Fig. 6 ).
Behavioral evidence for object-based scene recognition Our fMRI results suggest that, by preserving information about indi vidual objects within scenes, LO houses a potentially rich resource in support of scene recognition. But is this information actually used for this purpose? To address this, we conducted a behavioral study outside the scanner in which a new group of subjects viewed scenes that were briefly presented (50 ms) and masked and then performed a fouralternative forcedchoice classification task. Each scene had zero, one or two of its signature objects obscured by a visual noise pattern (Fig. 6a) . We reasoned that the operation of an objectbased system of scene recognition should be evident as a decline in behavioral Figure 5 Group random-effects analysis of local searchlight accuracy maps for the classification of scenes from object averages, including subjects from all three experiments. Painted voxels represent centers of searchlight clusters with above-chance classification accuracies (P < 0.005, uncorrected). Displayed slices are cardinal planes containing the occipitotemporal voxel of peak significance, which was found in the left hemisphere (LH). Outlined regions are LO (dark blue), pF (light blue) and the PPA (green), which are defined from random-effects analysis of volumes across subjects (P < 0.00001, uncorrected). Although pF and PPA overlap when defined using these group data, they did not overlap when defined at the individual subject level. The apparent bias toward higher performance in left LO is addressed in the Supplementary Results and Supplementary Figure 7 . RH, right hemisphere. shown for images with zero, one or two objects removed. NM, no mask (zero objects removed). Data for conditions with objects removed are shown for three different ranges of the percentage of image pixels removed. For matched percentages of pixel deletion, accuracy and reaction time were significantly degraded when both signature objects were removed compared to when just one was removed; this effect was only significant when a high percentage of the scene pixels were deleted, which is likely to correspond to the range in which image-based identification falters. Accuracy and response time estimates are from application of the Johnson-Neyman procedure, which does not produce error bars. *P < 0.05 and ***P < 0.001.
LH LH RH a r t I C l e S classification performance when subjects viewed scenes with objects removed, compared to intactscene performance. We observed a sig nificant effect of the number of objects removed on both classifica tion accuracy (F 2,28 = 33.7, P < 0.0001) and reaction time (F 2,28 = 35.3, P < 0.0001). To determine whether this effect was simply a consequence of image degradation, we performed oneway analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) on itemwise accuracy and reaction time with the number of objects removed (either one or two) as a factor and the number of pixels removed as covariate. This analysis revealed that perform ance degraded as more pixels were removed (accuracy: F 1,380 = 17.50, P < 0.0001; reaction time: F 1,380 = 9.57, P = 0.002). Furthermore, there was a significant interaction between the number of pixels removed and the number of objects removed (accuracy: F 1,380 = 7.0, P = 0.009; reaction time: F 1,380 = 9.7, P = 0.002). To characterize this interaction, we applied the Johnson-Neyman procedure 21 , which revealed that the number of objects removed (one versus two) had a significant effect (P < 0.01) on performance, but only when a large enough number of pixels were removed (Fig. 6b) . These findings are consistent with the operation of parallel object and imagebased systems of scene recogni tion: scene identification falters when both of the signature objects are removed, but only if enough of the image is obscured to simultaneously affect the imagebased recognition system. Conversely, even when large portions of scenes are obscured, the presence of a single diagnostic object is sufficient to rescue recognition.
DISCUSSION
The principal finding of this study is that patterns of activity evoked in LO by scenes are well predicted by linear combinations of the patterns evoked by their constituent objects. Despite the complexity of the real world scenes used, we were able to classify the patterns they evoked at rates that were above chance. Furthermore, we could do this with knowledge of the patterns evoked by just two of the object categories the scenes contained, even though the objects in the scenes could be incomplete, occluded or at peripheral locations, and even though the scenes contained many other objects for which the response pat terns were not known. By contrast, no similar relationship between scene and object patterns was observed in the PPA, even though pat terns in this region carried information about the identities of scenes and individual objects at levels of precision that were comparable to those in LO. By demonstrating the neural construction of scenes from their constituent objects in LO, our results suggest the existence of a previously undescribed channel supporting objectbased scene recognition. The existence of such a channel is further supported by behavioral results demonstrating degraded performance in a scene classification task when objects within scenes are obscured. In contrast to previous studies showing that patterns evoked by complex scenes can be predicted from a comprehensive inventory of the responses of individual voxels to other scenes 22, 23 , our results show that patterns evoked by scenes can be predicted by a stimulus class-objects-that occupies a different categorical space. By doing so, our findings provide an important extension of previous work exam ining neural responses to multipleobject arrays. When objects are shown in nonscene arrays, both the multivoxel activity patterns in human LO 16, 24 and the responses of single inferotemporal neurons in macaques 25 resemble the average of those evoked by each array element by itself, as long as attention is equally divided among the objects or is directed away from all of them. Although these and similar phenom ena 26, 27 are often explained in terms of competition between stimuli for limited neural resources 24,28-31 , we have previously advocated an alternative hypothesis 16 : rather than reflecting the outcome of an inde terminate attentional state, response averaging reflects a strategy for lowloss encoding of information about multiple simultaneous objects in populations of broadly tuned neurons. This coding scheme would be particularly useful during scene recognition: encoding scenes as linear combinations of their constituent objects would ensure that scene evoked patterns varied reliably across scene categories while retaining information that could be useful for identifying the objects themselves should they be individually attended. The current results demonstrate that the combination rules previously observed to mediate neural rep resentations of nonscene object arrays also apply to the representa tions of realworld scenes, even though scenes are highly complex and contain many varieties of information (for example, spatial layout and perspective) that are not present in nonscene arrays.
The relationship between scene and object patterns did not appear to result from the subjects paying attention to individual objects in scenes either within or across trials. The same relationship between scene and object patterns was observed both in the slowpresentation version of the experiment (experiment 1) and in the fastpresentation versions (experiments 2 and 3), even though subjects viewed stimuli in the latter two experiments for only 150 ms followed by a mask, and even though subjects in experiment 3 viewed scenes before objects to ensure that they would not develop a search template for the objects. Furthermore, our results cannot be explained by the subjects paying attention to different signature objects within scenes across different trials, as this would predict greater trialbytrial variability for scene patterns than for object patterns, which was not observed. Rather, our results seem to reflect the outcome of an averaging mechanism that operates on object representations when subjects direct attention not to these objects as individual items but to the scene as a whole. As such, these results provide a complement to those obtained in a recent study in which subjects were precued to search for a single object within a scene. In that case, the patterns evoked by scenes resembled those evoked by the target object, but did not resemble patterns evoked by nontarget objects that were also present 10 . Thus, although attention to one object in a scene can bias the sceneevoked response to more closely match the pattern evoked by that object, from our results we argue that directed attention is not a prereq uisite to scene-object links. Indeed, the absence of an attentional requirement in the generation of objectbased scene representations is consistent with the phenomenology of scene recognition, which can occur 'at a glance' , without serial deployment of attention to individual objects 32 . Instead of producing a loss of information, our results show that the absence of attentional bias allows information about multiple objects to be represented simultaneously, expanding the precision with which scenes can be encoded.
The current results leave several unresolved issues. First, we cannot state with certainty that they will apply to every scene category under all circumstances. Certain scenes-for instance, a stadium interiorhave few salient objects and may require a heavier reliance on global features for recognition. In an experiment such as ours, such scenes might defy objectbased classification. Conversely, scene recognition might be especially reliant on diagnostic objects when the range of scene categories that is likely to be encountered is relatively narrow, as it was in our experiment and would be in many realworld situa tions. (For example, when one has already entered a house, the set of plausible scenes is fairly small.) Second, we do not know whether all objects in a scene contribute to sceneevoked patterns in LO; contri butions may be limited to the most visually salient objects or to the most diagnostic objects. Third, we do not know whether the success of objectbased scene classification in our study depended on the actual presence of the signature objects in the scene exemplars. It would not be surprising if a predictor linked to an object that is strongly 1 3 2 8 VOLUME 14 | NUMBER 10 | OCTOBER 2011 nature neurOSCIenCe a r t I C l e S associated with a scene category were to produce correct classifica tions of scenes in which that object was absent. Indeed, the ability to classify objects from their samecontext counterparts in experi ment 1 indicates at least some redundancy in the patterns evoked by objects from the same context, suggesting that scene patterns in LO should be at least somewhat tolerant to removal of signature objects. Finally, we have not examined the extent to which sceneevoked pat terns in LO are sensitive or invariant to identitypreserving object transformations. Several previous studies have shown that responses in LO depend on object position, size and viewpoint [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] ; this sug gests that even higher classification performance could be obtained if these quantities were conserved. Nevertheless, our results indicate that even when these quantities vary across stimuli, enough infor mation is preserved about object identity in LO response patterns to allow scene discrimination. By differing reliably between scene categories, the ensemble of objectbased responses evoked in LO can be seen as a robust, if somewhat 'noisy' , shorthand code facilitating scene recognition.
The findings in LO stand in sharp contrast to those observed in the PPA. Even though PPA activity patterns in our study contained infor mation about object category when objects were presented singly, this information was absent when objects were embedded in scenes, as evinced by the failure of patterns evoked by objects to predict patterns evoked by scenes containing them. Furthermore, we did not observe a relationship between the patterns evoked by contextually related objects in the PPA, which is contrary to what one might have expected on the basis of previous work 18 . These results suggest that the PPA encodes either visual or spatial information that is unique to each scene and object category but does not allow scenes to be related to their component objects or objects to be related to their contextual associates. We suggest that, consistent with the results of recent neuro imaging studies, the underlying representation might consist either of a statistical summary of the visual properties of the stimulus or of geometric information about the layout of the most salient spatial axes 38, 39 . With regards to the geometric hypothesis, it is worth noting that most of the objects in the current study were large, fixed items that would help determine the geometry of local navigable space. By contrast, an earlier study that compared PPA response patterns across smaller, moveable objects found no reliable differences 40 . It is also noteworthy that objectbased predictors did not classify scenes in pF in our study, despite abovechance object and scene classifica tion and despite previous studies showing that pF has an even greater tolerance of identitypreserving object transformations than LO. The reasons for the low classification accuracies in pF are unclear, but as in the PPA, the results suggest that scenes may be considered to be distinct items unto themselves in pF, rather than combinations of objects.
In summary, our results show the existence of an objectbased channel for scene recognition in LO. By doing so, they address a longstanding challenge to our understanding of the neural mecha nisms of scene recognition: even though the identities of objects in a scene can greatly aid its recognition, brain regions strongly activated by scenes such as the PPA seem to be chiefly concerned with large scale spatial features, such as spatial layout, rather than the coding of withinscene objects 6, 41, 42 . By contrast, sceneevoked patterns in LO seem to be 'built' from the individual patterns of the objects within a scene. These results suggest that the PPA and LO can be seen as nodes along parallel pathways supporting complementary modes of scene recognition 8 , with the PPA supporting recognition based principally on global scene properties [3] [4] [5] and LO supporting recognition based on the objects the scenes contain.
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/natureneuroscience/.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
ONLINE METhODS
Functional magnetic resonance imaging. Subjects. In experiments 1 and 2, 28 subjects (14 subjects each; experiment 1: 6 females, 19-25 years old; experi ment 2: 6 females, 21-28 years old) with normal or correctedtonormal vision were recruited from the University of Pennsylvania community. The subjects gave written informed consent in compliance with procedures approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board. For experiment 3, 14 subjects (11 female, 18-23 years old) were recruited from the Brown University community using the same inclusion criteria. They gave written informed consent in compliance with procedures approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Boston College and Brown University. Subjects received payment for their participation.
Magnetic resonance imaging acquisition. Subjects participating in experiments 1 and 2 were scanned at the Center for Functional Neuroimaging at the University of Pennsylvania on a 3T Siemens Trio scanner equipped with an eightchannel multiplearray head coil. Subjects participating in experiment 3 were scanned at the Brown University MRI Research Facility on a 3T Siemens Trio scanner using a 32channel head coil. Identical scanner parameters were used at the two facilities. Specifically, structural T1*weighted images for anatomical localization were acquired using threedimensional magnetizationprepared rapidacquisi tion gradient echo (MPRAGE) pulse sequences (TR = 1,620 ms, TE = 3 ms, TI = 950 ms, voxel size = 0.9766 × 0.9766 × 1 mm, matrix size = 192 × 256 × 160). T2*weighted scans sensitive to blood oxygenation level-dependent contrast were acquired using a gradientecho echoplanar pulse sequence (TR = 3,000 ms, TE = 30 ms, voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3mm, matrix size = 64 × 64 × 45). At the University of Pennsylvania, the entire projected field subtended 22.9 × 17.4° and was viewed at 1,024 × 768 pixel resolution; at Brown University the field subtended 24 × 18° at the same resolution.
Experimental procedure. Scan sessions comprised two functional localizer scans followed by either four or eight experimental scans. Fourteen subjects partici pated in a 'longpresentation' version of the main experiment (experiment 1), 14 participated in a 'shortpresentation' version in which they viewed scene and object stimuli interleaved in the same scan runs (experiment 2), and the remaining 14 subjects participated in a 'shortpresentation' version in which they viewed object and scene stimuli in different scan runs (scenes always preceding objects; experiment 3). The stimulus set for all three experiments consisted of 312 photographic images drawn in equal numbers from the 12 image categories (4 scene categories and 8 object categories). Scene images were scaled to 9° by 9°. Object images were edited in Adobe Photoshop to remove any background information and were scaled and cropped so that the longest dimension of the object spanned 9°.
In Experiment 1, stimuli were presented one at a time for 1 s each followed by a 2s interstimulus interval during which subjects fixated on a central cross. For each image, subjects were asked to press a button and covertly name the object or scene. Subject sessions were split into an equal number of scans running either 5 min 24 s or 6 min 6 s long, and arranged in pairs. Each of these scan pairs con tained 13 repetitions of each image category interspersed with 13 6s fixationonly null trials. These were arranged in a continuous carryover sequence, a serially balanced design ensuring that each image category followed every other image category and itself exactly once 43 . Six repetitions of each image category were contained in the shorter scan of each pair and seven repetitions in the longer. Each subject was scanned with a unique continuous carryover sequence, which was repeated either two or four times.
In experiments 2 and 3, scenes and objects were shown for 150 ms each fol lowed by a 350ms phasescrambled mask and then a 1s interstimulus interval. Subjects indicated by a button press whether the scenes were indoor or outdoor, or whether the objects were typically found indoors or outdoors. Performance on this task was very high (mean = 95.6%, averaged over both experiments), indicat ing that subjects could recognize the stimuli after brief presentations. Fixation only null trials lasted 3 s. In experiment 2, scenes and objects were interleaved in four continuous carryover sequences, each filling a single scan lasting 5 min 27 s. These four sequences were uniquely generated for each subject and were each shown twice. In experiment 3, scenes and objects were not interleaved but presented in different scans. Subjects first viewed scenes only, arranged into 12 nonrepeating continuous carryover sequences spread across two scans lasting 6 min 20 s each, followed by scans in which they viewed objects only, arranged into six continuous carryover sequences spread across two scans of 7 min each.
Functional localizer scans were 6 min 15 s long and were divided into blocks during which subjects viewed color photographs of scenes, faces, common objects and scrambled objects presented at a rate of 1.33 pictures per second, as described previously 44 .
Magnetic resonance imaging analysis. Functional images were corrected for dif ferences in slice timing by resampling slices in time to match the first slice of each volume; they were then realigned with respect to the first image of the scan and spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template. Data for localizer scans were spatially smoothed with a 9mm fullwidth halfmaxi mum Gaussian filter; all other data were left unsmoothed. Data were analyzed using a general linear model as implemented in VoxBo (http://www.voxbo.org/), including an empirically derived 1/f noise model, filters that removed high and low temporal frequencies, and nuisance regressors to account for global signal variations and betweenscan signal differences.
For each scan, functional volumes without spatial smoothing were passed to a general linear model, which allowed the calculation of voxelwise response levels (β values) associated with each stimulus condition. In experiments 1 and 2, the resulting activity patterns were grouped into halves (for example, even sequences versus odd sequences) and patterns within each half were averaged; this and the following steps were repeated for each possible halfandhalf grouping of the data. A 'cocktail' average pattern across all stimuli was calculated separately for each half of the data and then subtracted from each of the individual stimulus patterns. Separate cocktails were computed for objects and scenes. Our first set of analy ses examined scene patterns and object patterns separately, without considering the relationship between them. Following the logic of previous experiments, we attempted to classify single objects from single objects and scenes from scenes. Pattern classification proceeded as a series of pairwise comparisons among objects and, separately, scenes. For each pairwise comparison, we calculated the Euclidean distances between patterns evoked by the same category in the two halves of the data and between different categories in the two halves. Correct classification decisions were registered when the distance between samecategory patterns was shorter than between differentcategory patterns. For each pair of conditions, there were four such decisions, corresponding to each possible pairing of one vertical and one diagonal arrow in Figure 2 . Pattern classification accuracies for each ROI were computed as the average of the accuracies from each hemisphere, measured separately. We observed the same classification results when we used correlation, rather than Euclidean distance, as the measure of pattern similarity.
We then performed a separate set of analyses that examined the relationship between patterns evoked by scenes and patterns evoked by their constituent objects. Specifically, we assessed how well predictor patterns constructed from object data in one half of scans classified sceneevoked patterns in the remain ing half of scans. Mean predictors for each scene category (for example, kitchen) were constructed by taking the voxelwise average of the patterns evoked by the two objects (for example, refrigerator and stove) associated with that scene. To assess classification accuracy, these predictor patterns were simply substituted for sceneevoked patterns before executing the classification procedure. As part of this analysis, we also measured classification accuracy for scenes using the individual patterns for their constituent objects (without combining these sin gleobject patterns together). Finally, we assessed how well the pattern evoked by one object from a given scene context could predict the pattern evoked by the other object from the same context. To do so, we repeated the object classification procedure after reducing the object set in one half of the data to include just one object from each scene context (for example, refrigerator, tub, car or slide) and reducing the object set in the other half to include only the remaining object from each context (for example, stove, toilet, traffic signal or swing). Patterns in each half were then labeled by context (kitchen, bathroom, playground or intersec tion), and the accuracy with which patterns from one half predicted the context label of the other half was assessed.
The analysis of activity patterns in experiment 3 was similar, except that accu racy was accumulated across all four possible pairwise comparisons between the two scene and two object scans (for example, first scene scan versus first object scan, first scene scan versus second object scan and so on). This scheme improved our estimates of classification accuracy by increasing the total number of unique classification decisions.
In addition to the pattern classification analyses performed within preset ROIs, we used a 'searchlight' analysis approach to identify regions of high classification accuracy throughout the brain 20 . For each brain voxel, we defined a spherical, 5 mm surrounding region (the searchlight cluster) and performed the same pat tern classification steps outlined in the previous two paragraphs for each pos sible searchlight position. Classification accuracy for each cluster was assigned to the voxel at its center, producing wholebrain maps of local accuracy. These maps were combined across participants and subjected to randomeffects group analysis to identify regions of abovechance performance.
To extract singletrial response vectors from LO to measure trialbytrial response variability, we upsampled functional volumes to 1.5 s resolution in MATLAB using a lowpass interpolating filter (cutoff at 0.167 Hz) sampling sym metrically from the nearest eight original volumes. Response vectors for each stimulus trial were defined from the magnetic resonance signal in each voxel averaged across the four time points from 3 to 7.5 s following stimulus onset.
Regions of interest. Functional ROIs were defined on the basis of data from a separate set of functional localizer scans. The LOC was defined as the set of voxels in the lateral-ventral occipitotemporal region that showed stronger responses (t > 3.5) to objects than to scrambled objects. We divided the LOC into anterior and posterior segments associated with the posterior fusiform sulcus (pF) and lateral occipital area (LO), respectively. The PPA was defined as the set of voxels in the posterior parahippocampal-collateral sulcus region that responded more strongly (t > 3.5) to scenes than to objects. Before any analysis, LO and pF imaging segments were trimmed to exclude any voxels of overlap with the PPA. Supplementary analyses examined three additional ROIs: the sceneresponsive retrosplenial complex (RSC), a sceneresponsive focus in the transverse occipital sulcus (TOS) and the early visual cortex (EVC). The RSC and TOS were defined using the same scene-object contrast used to define the PPA, except that sceneresponsive voxels were selected in this case from the retrosplenial-parietaloccipital sulcus region (RSC) or the transverse occipital sulcus region (TOS) 45 . The EVC was defined by significantly higher responses to scrambled objects than to intact objects (t > 3.5) in the posterior occipital lobe.
Behavioral analyses. Subjects. Sixteen subjects (12 female, 19-28 years old) with normal or correctedtonormal vision were recruited from the University of Pennsylvania community. They gave written informed consent in compliance with procedures approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board. Subjects received course credit for participation.
Experimental procedure. Participants performed a fouralternative forcedchoice task in which they categorized images of bathrooms, intersections, kitchens and playgrounds. Stimuli were unmodified and modified versions of 32 color photo graphs from each scene category and were 400 × 400 pixels in size. The photo graphs each contained two strongly diagnostic objects (for example, a toilet and a bathtub for the bathroom scene, and a slide and swings for the playground scene). The photographs could either be shown in their original form or with one or two signature objects obscured by a noise mask with feathered edges that did not reveal the object's contour and left most of the image intact. Noise masks were drawn from phasescrambled versions of the original image, thus preserving global image statistics to the best extent possible.
After completing practice trials, each participant categorized one version of each of the 128 photographs. Assignment of the four versions of each scene (intact, object A removed, object B removed, both objects removed) was coun terbalanced across subjects. Each stimulus was presented for 50 ms followed by a mask and participants were instructed to press a button when they felt they could categorize the scene as a bathroom, intersection, kitchen or playground, and to then indicate the category of the scene by making a second button press. Stimuli were presented in one run, with a 2s fixation screen between trials. Masks were jumbled scenes constructed by first dividing each image in the stimulus set into 400 equally sized image fragments and then drawing 400 fragments at random from the complete set; a unique mask was used on each trial.
Statistical analysis.
Unless otherwise noted, all ttests were paired and twosided, and implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks). ANCOVAs were implemented in SPSS (IBM). Bootstrap parameter estimates were generated in MATLAB and were based on 10,000 samples.
